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“Never, never, never give up. 

Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of 

enthusiasm. 

Never give in, never give in, never, never, never, never—in 

nothing, great or small, large or petty—never give in except to 

convictions of honor and good sense. 

We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we 

give. 

 

Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But 

it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.” 

 

Winston Churchill
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ABSTRACT 

Purpose: To provide propositions regarding how juxtaposing two well-known and established 

theories might impact the way firms venture when entering into new international markets. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: Building on exploratory and inductive research and on multiple 

cases and on work in related disciplines and on 18 field interviews with managers and C-level 

executives in diverse functions and organizations.  

Findings: Provide empirical support from interviews on the case studies to corroborate with the 

three propositions and compare amongst the observed practices what could be done differently to 

mitigate WCLOF (Working Capital Liability of Foreignness). The first proposition is presented 

regarding how the Liability of Foreignness (LOF) plays a role when international firms are 

managing their Working Capital (WC) of a subunit in a host market, using six qualitative case 

studies from three international players and three local competitors; the second proposition is 

related to if firms overcome LOF over time when, using the same three international players in 

qualitative case studies to observe how they have been evolving is the new host market regarding 

their WC improvement and; the third proposition is whether the international players might carry 

an advantage when establishing a subunit in a new host market, considering again the same three 

international players in qualitative case studies. 

Research Limitations: Further research is necessary into different markets other than Brazil and 

/ or different industries other than the apparel / fashion retailing. Broader survey, with statistical 

generalization, might validate the propositions presented. 

Practical Implications: The propositions could serve as a managerial tool for identifying 

WCLOF, thus also for assisting to overcome it. 



 
 

Originality/value: given the novelty in bringing these two existing theories juxtaposed in 

academic literature, it demanded inductive research to assist uniqueness findings. 

 Keywords: Liability of Foreignness, Cost of Doing Business Abroad, Working Capital, Cash 

Conversion Cycle, Brazilian Apparel Retail. 

  



 
 

RESUMO 

Propósito: Prover proposições a respeito de como duas conhecidas and estabelecidas teorias 

justapostas poodem impactar as firmas ao entrar em novos mercados internacionais. 

Design / Metodologia / Abordagem: a partir de pesquisa exploratória e indutiva e em casos 

múltiplos, em temas relacionados e em 18 entrevistas de campo com gestores e executivos em 

diversas funções e organizações. 

Resultados: prover base empírica a partir de entrevistas sobre os estudos de caso para corroborar 

com as três proposições e comparar, entre as práticas observadas, o que poderia ser feito de forma 

diferente para mitigar o WCLOF (Working Capital Liability of Foreignness). A primeira 

proposição é sobre o papel que Liability of Foreignness (LOF) desempenha quando as firmas 

internacionais gerenciam seu Capital de Giro (WC) de uma subunidade em um mercado 

estrangeiro, a com base em seis estudos de caso qualitativos de três competidores internacionais e 

três pares locais; a segunda proposição é a se as empresas superam o LOF ao longo do tempo, com 

base nos mesmos pares internacionais em estudos de caso qualitativos para observar como eles, 

no novo mercado estrangeito em relação ao aprimoramento de seus WC; a terceira proposição é 

se as firmas internacionais podem trazer uma vantagem ao estabelecer uma subunidade em um 

novo mercado estrangeiro, considerando novamente as mesmos três firmas internacionais em 

estudos de casos qualitativos 

Limitações de pesquisa: Pesquisas adicionais são necessárias em diferentes mercados, exceto no 

Brasil e / ou em diferentes indústrias, além do varejo de vestuário / moda. Um levantamento mais 

amplo, com testes estatísticos, pode validar as proposições apresentadas. 



 
 

Implicações Práticas: As proposições poderiam servir como uma ferramenta gerencial para 

identificar o WCLOF, assim também para ajudar a superá-lo. 

Originalidade / valor: dada o ineditismo em avaliar essas duas teorias existentes justapostas na 

literatura acadêmica, foram requeridas pesquisas indutivas para auxiliar a novidade das 

descobertas. 

Palavras-chave: Liability of Foreignness, Custo de Fazer Negócios no Exterior, Capital de Giro, 

Ciclo de Conversão de Caixa, Varejo de Vestuário Brasileiro. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The relevance of Working Capital Management (WCM) on firms has long being studied in 

International Business (IB) literature, as some have focused on WC for firms’ performance in 

several geographies, as Afrifa (2016) and Baños-Caballero et al. (2013) observed enterprises in 

UK while Enqvist et al. (2014) evaluated the impact of WCM in different business cycles from 

Finnish companies and while Zarowny (2016i) studied but from Brazilian firms. Where other 

researchers dedicated their contributions to firm value as did Wasiuzzaman (2013), Kieschnick et 

al. (2015) and Aktas et al. (2015), where De Almeida & Eid Jr. (2014) and Ching et al. (2011ii) 

provided studies on the Brazilian listed companies. Zeidan & Shapir (2017) have focused on a 

specific case of a Real Estate Development firm in Brazil. IB Literature tended to prioritize 

studying other sector and the broader analysis of WC for apparel retailers in Brazil is thus 

something of a closed book. On top of that, reducing money trapped in WC is particularly 

important in Brazil, considering its interest rates, as this study appraised most common practices 

of Account Receivables (AR) practices (Mian & Smith, 1992), such as installment plans with five 

payments with no interest bearing, where 79% of Brazilians use monthly payment plan for their 

purchases according to data from the most preeminent Credit Bureau locally (SPCiii). 

Securitization of AR as an important source of liquidity (Lemmon et al., 2014iv), and the use of 

own’s firm balance sheet to fund customers; Inventory Management (IM), and product life cycle, 

particular important for fast fashion as Hall (2018v) noted that “fast fashion is characterized by 

mass production, high turnover and goods designed for a short lifespan” and; Account Payables 

(AP) where payment tenors may exceed 100 days for seasoned apparel retailers to pay their 

suppliers in Brazil and they need to access local sourcing to catch up both payments terms and 



 
 

time-to-market as shipping merchandise from Asia may take up 55 days to reach the Santos port 

(ports.com). 

Therefore, for international apparel retailers in Brazil, increased difficulties emerge as LOF arises 

from i) the Selling terms and conditions, as Forever 21, newcomer to Brazil, does not sell in five 

installments with no interest-bearing and because it does not have a financial company, as local 

peers and as C&A; ii) inventory and sourcing perspective, C&A and Zara have developed local 

supply chain and they complement procurement with international suppliers, as home firms have 

done for decades. However, again Forever 21 only sources abroad so far, adding foreign exchange 

risk (Hymer, 1960/1976) and time-to-market and unseasonal weather, which mispredictions may 

impact collections, launches and sales (Bertrand, et al. 2015); and iii) payment deferral period as, 

host firms presented longer terms to their suppliers compare to its international peers, using more 

cash than local their peers, according to several interviewees, including suppliers. Summarizing it, 

the Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) may not differ much from local to foreign firms, though its 

components vary, with host players posing advantages to stimulate more sales with a better 

procurement structure and suppliers’ terms and conditions financing incremental sales (Afrifa, 

2016). On the other hand, De Mattos et al (2015) and Alimen & Guldem Cerit (2010) recalled that 

international players with strong Brand Equity (BE; Aaker 1991vi) and awareness may benefit from 

some Asset of Foreignness (AOF), such as sweet spot venues and remarkably advantageous lease 

conditions given they tend to add high incremental traffic to the new locations (Angell, 2014vii), 

as Forever 21 has been able to capture was stated by some of the interviewees. 

Hymer (1960/1976viii) was the first to conceptualize the Cost of Doing Business Abroad (CDBA) 

by analyzing hurdles an international subsidiary from a Multinational Enterprise (MNE) would 

incur comparing to local firms in a host new market. Eden & Miller (2001ix) summarized Hymer’s 



 
 

concepts on exampling that firms could be prohibited from engaging in certain activities or by 

levying more onerous taxes than applied to host national firms. Eden and Miller (2004x) were able 

to realize that even when firms surpass most difficulties over time, unfamiliarity, relational and 

discriminatory aspects usually persevere longer, and foreign companies are placed in disadvantage 

compared to local peers. Zaheer (1995xi) and Zaheer & Mosakowski (1997xii) became more 

specific and analyzed singular situations in which firms would overcome LOF and observed exit 

standards on trading rooms in two geographies for a period of 20 years. 

Nevertheless, studies aim to measure the impact of LOF in finance, mostly towards the Capital 

Markets (CMLOF), as Loureiro & Taboada (2013xiii) observed the cost reductions in equity 

issuance following the IFRS adoption in several countries because of diminished information 

asymmetry, as Tupper et al. (2018xiv) evaluated recently focusing on Initial Public Offerings 

(IPOs) of foreign firms. 

The present study distinguishes from previous IB literature that focused on LOF from modes of 

entry of manufacturing industry (Hymer, 1960/76; Achaeampong & Dana, 2017xv), financial 

industry (Zaheer, 1995; Zaheer & Mosakowski, 1997; Eden & Miller, 2001) and in the Capital 

Markets (Bell et al., 2012; Loureiro & Taboada, 2013; Gu et al, 2017; Banti et al, 2017xvi; and 

Tupper et al, 2018). Whereas only few works have been discussing LOF in Brazil, Hennart, Sheng, 

Lee & Bruscato (2017) researching Factoring usage by foreign firms as part of their Receivables 

collection strategy in the new host market, Boyen & Hogasavara (2013xvii) dedicated to lodging 

industry, Fernandes (2018xviii) to financial institutions, and Rangan & Drummond (2004xix) to 

explaining ties with home country to address outcomes in competition. To the best of the author’s 

intent, it was founded only two studies have dedicated efforts to international retailing focused on 



 
 

the psychic distance (Hang & Godley, 2014xx) and Maruyama & Wu (2015xxi), focused on 

perceived importance of supporting domestic retailers. 

This study specific goal is to commence evaluating the impacts into more specific matters into a 

firm’s finances, by focusing on the Working Capital LOF (WCLOF) of apparel retail firms in 

Brazil and WC components on how host firms’ practices and market access differ from foreign 

firms when they come to a new country. The study adds to LOF literature, to the extent of the 

knowledge of the author, an inaugural perspective bundling its concepts into corporate finance 

practices. Additionally, previous preeminent studies dedicated to analyzing macro conditions 

impacting the CDBA (Hymer, 1960/76) or created proprietary evaluation process to assess 

profitability (Zaheer, 1995). In contrast, the current study appraises tangible indicators such as 

days of receivables, payables and in inventory. Furthermore, the study confirmed Zaheer’s 

hypothesis of resembling local firms’ practices in WC reduces LOF of foreign firms. Finally, this 

study founded an Firm-specific advantages (FSAs) when foreign firms with high brand equity step 

into a new market. 

 

2. FROM INTERNATIONALIZATION TO WCLOF 

2.1. Supporting Literature 

Considering the novelty of the topic researched in this study, the two core themes needed to be 

bonded together with supporting and core themes. Hence, when a MNE decides to expand in a 

host market, it is driven by scale and associated with higher returns and value (Ioulianou et al., 

2017), by supporting a propaganda or an ideology to gain influence in global affairs (Pinto et al., 

2017), or by consumers’ preferences into the new host market. Whereas firms with strong brand 



 
 

equity (BE – Aaker, 1991) are well perceived and demanded (De Mattos et al., 2015) and it may 

also consider closer to its home country or to its influence or familiarity to mitigate Psychic 

Distance (PD) and steady internationalizing process (Johanson & Wiedersheim, 1975xxii; Johanson 

& Vahlne 1977xxiii) even for fast fashion retailer the Uppsala model was partially supported (Lynn 

Childs & Jin, 2014xxiv).  

After deciding the new location and founding the new subsidiary, conflicts between headquarters 

and host market’s teams rise from Agency and Principal conflict Berle & Means (1932); Ross 

(1973xxv); Mitnick (1973xxvi); Jensen & Meckling (1976xxvii); Glinkowska & Kaczmarek (2015). 

Meanwhile, the firm incurs in new costs of doing business abroad (CDBA) in which its local peers 

do not incur (Hymer, 1960/1976). Lately, such disadvantages were named Liability of Foreignness 

(LOF) as arisen costs from spatial distance, unfamiliarity with and missing bondedness with the 

new host environment, and related country and government environment (Zaheer, 1995) as 

subsidies to local peers, as Guararapes-Riachuelo has, according to information from its Reference 

Form 2018.  

Observing industry specifics, Porter’s (1979) barriers of entry from location (Reigadinha et al., 

2017; Zhou & Clapp 2015) and distribution are two of many that impact the newcomer retailer. 

As for the substitution risk, a new channel, such the e-commerce, still represents single-digit of 

total retail sales in Brazil according to a Google Survey (globo.com, 2016xxviii), and in case of 

design and customized fabrics, goods purchased at better prices and / or exchange rate given the 

relevance of hard currency in both imports of finished garments and fabrics made from 

international commodities priced in international terms (Lord and McIntyre, 2003), as cotton and 

synthetic fibers, unfamiliarity with local weather and its impact on sales (J-L Bertrand, et al. 2015). 



 
 

On the other hand, as the apparel retail market is still fragmented (Euromonitor, 2018), rivalry is 

not a major source of threat nor LOF when such firms are doing business in Brazil. 

Narrowing down into firm’s specifics, managing the accounts from WC (Sagan, 1955), and its 

impact on interacts with respective stakeholder (Von Neumann & Morgestern, 1944xxix), 

extensively overlay Porter’s remaining forces and its impact in profitability as LOF plays a major 

in these accounts where the foreign firm fall behind, as it is the essence of this study. Moreover, 

developing the supplier base (Barnard, 2010xxx) and adapting to the local environment (Petersen 

& Pedersen, 2002xxxi) helps overcoming LOF as untrapping cash from payables and from inventory 

as well as, for fashion retailers, increased embeddedness (Frasquet, 2018) and, for international 

retailers, value-for-money quality product mix (Maruyama & Wu, 2015) both help adhering the 

firm into the host market. 

The following exhibit summarizes the hierarchy and the interconnection among themes. 

Table 1 - Researched Themes Hierarchy and Interconnection. 

 

Author’s elaboration 

Headquarters

Internationalization Process of a Fashion Retailer

Newcomer & Local Management

LOF - Liability of Foreignness

Barriers of Entry (Location / Distribution)

Substitution Risk Competition

Design Channels Concentration

Operations Suppliers / Sourcing Inventory Sales WCM & Funding

& Bargain Power Fill Rate Customers

Management Payables Shortage Receivables

Market



 
 

Despite WCM is circumscribed to the firm’s finance and operations aspect, its practices are 

unfolding from market conditions, corporate decisions and team, and interaction with major 

stakeholders when a corporation decides to internationalize its business. Therefore, firms are 

exposed to LOF in several fronts, and in WC is just one of them. 

 

2.2. Liability of Foreignness (LOF) 

Most of relevant LOF literature has been already cited, therefore just to recap simply we have that, 

After Hymer’s (1960/76) distinguishing work on CDBA, basically US manufacturing controlled 

company. Zaheer (1995), Zaheer & Mosakowski (1997), Eden & Miller (2001; and 2004) placed 

the LOF into the business and financial academic literature. Only recent the theme was related to 

Capital Markets (Bell et al., 2012; Loureiro & Taboada, 2013; Gu et al, 2017; Banti et al, 2017; 

and Tupper et al, 2018, starting CMLOF. However, despite the extent of literature of WC, WCLOF 

is being ventured for the first time, although some authors have studied LOF in some components 

of the WC, as Hennart et al. (2017xxxii) researched LOF in Factoring and In Receivables in Brazil, 

as leading background of LOF mostly unfolds from the lack of access to the knowledge of the host 

country customers when foreign firms have to compete for such access with local peers (Schmidt 

& Sofka, 2009xxxiii). Receivables and factoring are two the most tangible source of assessing LOF. 

The IB contribution here lies on WCLOF and on payables and inventory. 

Zaheer (1995), and Zaheer & Mosakowski (1997) evaluated how LOF diminishes through time, 

which is to one of propositions of this paper. 

Furthermore, for LOF in retail also there are fewer studies as Hang & Godley (2014) and 

Maruyama & Wu (2015) covered the sector. Despite Frasquet et al. (2018) addressed 



 
 

embeddedness in fashion retailers, it was the closest to the researched theme bonding it with LOF 

concepts. 

 

2.3. Working Capital Management 

Most of finance theory discussion is towards to at least one of the following topics: Capital 

budgeting, capital structure, dividend policy or working capital management (C.-C. Chang, 

2017xxxiv). Working Capital (WC) and Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) have been very debated in 

IB literature and we discuss how managing it in a developing country where specific-country 

practices and characteristics lead to differ balance between Balance Sheet (BS) accounts and on 

how international firms should respond to such differences when host retail operations in Brazil. 

Sagan (1955xxxv) was one of the first to focus research specifically on the theory of working capital 

management, describing the role of the money manager in the example of a productive process 

business where labor is applied to raw materials which then become the finished inventory of the 

business. As sold, this is translated into receivables and ultimately into cash. The cash in turn is 

used to pay for raw materials, taxes, labor, plant, and equipment as well as to provide a return to 

the investors. NWC is not only important for the financial management of the business itself, but 

it is also for credit ratings and costs when banks grant loans (and the level to be granted) to firms 

according to several financial ratios including NWC and liquidity. (Apak et al., 2016:649) 

Yasir et al (2014) has followed which IB literature has mostly presented in terms of CCC and they 

have defined it as days of accounts receivable + days of inventory – days of accounts payable; 

whereas the Receivable Collection Period is calculated as [(Account Receivables/Sales) *365]; 

Inventory Conversion Period is calculated as [(Inventory/Cost of Goods Sold)*365] and; Payable 



 
 

Deferral Period is calculated as [(Account Payable/Cost of Goods Sold) *365]. Therefore, we will 

be using CCC and NWC (or just WC) interchangeably when used in general conditions and not in 

a specific-wise manner. In that sense, from now on, when we will say higher WC, we mean higher 

CCC and higher cash consumption, and vice-versa.  

Some part of IB literature believes high investments in WC is accretive, therefore generates value, 

better inventory coverage, better terms with suppliers leading to enhanced margins in the Profit & 

Loss Statement (P&L). In fact, Madhou et at., (2015xxxvi) founded a positive relation between profit 

and account receivables (AR), a negative relation between profit and account payables (AP) and 

inconclusive relation between Inventory holdings and profit, as theorized that inventory may either 

lead to an outflow of resources or boost corporate profitability. 

Moreover, when on the long and recurring run in which procurement relations usually occurs, 

suppliers gross up their opportunities cost into the selling price of a product to a firm. As expect, 

they tend to factor in extended trade credit tenor their buyers try to maximize, in a next move from 

a consequence of sequential games. (Morgenstern, 1949xxxvii; Von Neumann & Morgestern, 

1944xxxviii) and as seen by apparel suppliers serving Brazilian market. 

In contrast, there are some studies that claims quite the opposite, a reduction in working capital 

investments results in higher firm value (Wasiuzzaman 2015xxxix). Or even that, allocating excess 

cash in WC can be dilutive, with firms resulting in increased indebtedness and funding needs or 

even represent a firm’s bankruptcy (Soenen 1993xl); lower corporate capital investments (Afrifa, 

2016xli), lower profitability (Das 2015xlii), from lower cash, and even more susceptible to 

takeovers. Apak et al. (2016xliii) summed up most of such impacts in their work stating that net 

working capital and short-term liabilities as in net working capital to total assets ratio are among 

the liquidity indicators which are valid in all industries. Higher short-term liabilities result in 



 
 

unstable liquidity. Liquidity complications may force businesses to seek bank credit. As the scale 

of the business is smaller, however, the firms are very sensitive to credit fluctuations and therefore 

they appear to be bank dependent. 

In fact, the management of payables and of receivables is relevant for profitability (Taurigana & 

Afrifa, 2013xliv). Rising working capital efficiency has indicated higher shares performance by 

Filbeck et al. (2016) concluding that companies on CFO Magazine list outperformed S&P500 

Index, linking superior working capital management with excess returns not only on economic 

bull cycles but also during recession market cycles (Haron & Nomran, 2016xlv), Enqvist et al. 

(2014xlvi), as had been the case of the Great Recession or region-specific uncertain times from 

Great Britain in the wake of leaving the European Union (Brexit) Mullooly & Flint (2016xlvii) 

Those propositions are, in fact, complementary and from one hand, higher WC investments they 

contribute to better negotiating terms with suppliers, leading to higher margins and to higher 

returns on the P&L. However, lower CCC untrap cash from BS and help firms to better funding 

themselves and increase Capital Turnover and resulting in a better Invested Capital (IC), as 

Mauboussin & Callahan (2014xlviii) stated that the Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) is equal to 

(Net Operating Profit After Tax (NOPAT) divided by Sales (Net Revenue)) times (Sales divided 

by IC), where Sales over IC is also a measured of capital efficiency. Therefore, there is a tradeoff 

between BS and P&L efficiency in such case. And as Dankhar & Malik (2015xlix) indicated IC as 

the economic capital from shareholders, lenders and other financing resources.  

As a firm’s value depends from its returns and from its capital and assets turnover and such impact 

on the IC (Manuel et al, 1996l). Despite intriguing, such debate is not focus on this study. 



 
 

Moreover, the literature proposes arguments that, there is a non-linear relation between working 

capital level and firm performance, with the expected relation being negative for firms with high 

level of working capital and positive for firms with low level of working capital. (Ek and Guerin, 

2011li) and Aktas et al. (2015lii).  

Summarizing, such combination of IB literatures and researches led to an inverted-U shaped, 

where there is maximization point (an inflection point - IP), practically very hard to maintain given 

the dynamics business nature of corporations and there is a high-performance area attached to IP 

where firms strive on both returns from higher margins and from lower WC cash consumption, as 

Baños-Caballero et at. (2013liii) analyzed British non-financial firms representing more than 80% 

of transactions on credit terms, and they study’s results concluded that there was an inverted U-

shape relation between working capital and firm performance. Botoc & Anton (2017liv) managed 

to find the same inverted-U shape pattern when analyzing what level of working capital would 

maximize profitability from high-growth firms (HGFs) based across Europe; and even in 

restaurants based in US in the period of 1963-2012 were founded a significant inverted-U shape 

relationship between Return on Assets (ROA) and WC (Mun & Jang, 2015lv). 

As observed, the inverted-U shape profile, or the limitations to the use of working capital to 

generate additional value to the firms have already been confirmed in different locations, industries 

as at a broader scope. Although, the focus of this study is not to set nor to prove the inverted-U 

shape formula, it is important to bear in mind such limitation exists and it is relevant for 

understanding the impacts of LOF on it. Considering it and adding to it the concept of additional 

liabilities firms incurs when doing business abroad, international firms would face tougher 

scenario in capturing the best performance in WC terms to be in the sweet spot on the same 

inverted-U shape when considering LOF. Also, Zeidan and Shapir (2017lvi) concluded that any 



 
 

investment in working capital that does not generate sales or improve the operating margin results 

in capital tied up in operations that generates no rate of return.  

 

 

Figure 1 - Inverted-U Shape – Limits of a firm’s value in relation to WC. 

 

Author’s elaboration 

Such impact is related to the fact that a foreign firm’s unfamiliarity to a host market in terms of its 

culture, legal system, and of the way of doing business, Gu et al (2017lvii), although they were 

extending an explored field after Hymer’s (1960/1976) notable work, when he pointed 

discrimination from governments, consumers and suppliers being a more permanent nature of 

barrier from Zaheer (1995) who tested liabilities for two decades and concluded that some barriers 

could be reduced through time as foreigner firms might be much more prone to local isomorphism. 

WCM is a crucial element of a firm’s operational strategies (Kroes and Manikas, 2014lviii) and 

better WC may lead to increased revenues and therefore an excess in profit and eventually in pilling 

up more cash, and that, such surpluses may positive impact the value of a firm’s share or be used 

to pay more dividend back to the shareholders (G. Filbeck et al., 2016lix), C-C. Chang (2017) 

suggests that WCM has received less attention than the other topics. Particularly in the MNEs’ 

Sweet spot area for 

firms with their WC 



 
 

cases, subsidiary management in general, pay little or no attention to finance considerations and 

the financial management strategies of foreign subsidiaries (Nguyen and Almodóvar, 2018lx). 

In fact, Yasir et al. (2014lxi) stated that the (good) management of current assets, as receivables 

and inventory accounts may reduce unnecessary funding needs and therefore diminish the cost of 

financing. Additionally, Detthamrong et al. (2017lxii) recalled the trade-off theory of capital 

structure, where firms choose the optimal level of debt in their capital structure to maximize the 

benefits from the tax shield benefit. In that sense, by untrapping more cash from working capital, 

firms may go further in their financial leverage to seek expansion and scale.  

Ultimately, Masri & Abdulla (2018lxiii) argued that the level of working capital is one of the main 

financial decisions impacting a firm’s value, shareholder wealth, competitiveness, liquidity and 

profitability. Finally, Myers and Majluf (1984lxiv) brilliantly examined how managers (would) 

behave under a positive Net Present Value (NPV) investment opportunity or project and concluded 

that managers better off plow cash from future investments than raising debt or equity, impacting 

WC accounts, or even with more cash released from WC, a firm would have more room to 

internally fund their projects without raising debt or equity, or even paying back to shareholders. 

The Working Capital is mainly comprehended by CCC accounts: 

 

2.3.1.  Account Receivables  

Account Receivables (AR) is the result from credit sales, when a firm has a tenor for clients’ 

payments after the sale is completed, or as Paul et al. (2018lxv) defined Accounts receivable occur 

when suppliers of goods and services sell on credit and thus allow their customers to defer payment 

to a later date. As referred by Van Wyk & Steenkamp (2014lxvi), the International Accounting 



 
 

Standard – IAS 32 trade receivables are classified as a financial asset that has a contractual right 

to receive cash or another financial asset from another entity.  

From one hand, AR is derived from sales, however on the other hand, as Auboin & Engemann 

(2014lxvii) brilliantly remarked that Finance is the oil of commerce, therefore a well-established 

trade credit policy indeed supports driving sales up.  

IB literature has been focusing on the relevance of controlling turnover days of receivable 

accounts, or Accounts Receivable Managing Policy. Mladineo & Susak (2016) observing the 

impact of collection of receivables on the price of companied listed at Zagreb Stock Exchanged 

noted that Trade receivables and its faster collection in any case affect the company's business, its 

profitability, liquidity and development. Broader work was also presented by Smith & Sell 

(1980lxviii) on working capital management, and a distinguish pin-pointed analysis was made by 

Mian & Smith (1992lxix) when they pointed out the importance of accounts receivable representing 

21% of total assets of U.S. manufacturing corporations. When we compared that with the 

receivables from the three listed Brazilian apparel retailers targeted in this paper (Lojas Renner, 

Riachuelo and Marisa), we observed that they represented over 35% of their total assets 

(Bloomberg, 2018)lxx. That is not only because retailers’ operations are less intensive and plant 

and equipment, but also from the sound reliance stores must place in financing purchases for their 

clients, as market practices in Brazil is frequently common to witness local retailers financing 

shops up to five installments with no interest bearing, particularly for clothing and garments, where 

local and long-based established international firms play an important role on clients’ funding, 

though newcomer firms usually does not have such practice. 

 



 
 

2.3.2.  Inventory Management 

Inventory or stock management is a critical function in operations management, as it deals with 

availability of raw materials and inputs, relevant in manufacturing activities, and of finished goods, 

important in all industries, particularly in retailing. Its broader scope should cover replenishment 

lead time, carrying costs of inventory, asset management, inventory forecasting, inventory 

valuation, inventory visibility, future inventory price forecasting, physical inventory, available 

physical space for inventory, quality management, replenishment, returns and defective goods, 

and demand forecasting (Rawat, 2015lxxi).  

Inventory management goal should bond the maximum results and profits for the firm with its 

customer satisfactions. Therefore, a firm should focus on converting merchandise into sales as 

rapidly as possible without jeopardizing sales (Gitman & Zutter, 2012lxxii). And inventory coverage 

may lead to high increase of incremental costs with a higher than demanded stock (low turnover) 

and trapping a considerable amount of cash – holding costs (Li et al., 2017lxxiii) - or may result in 

merchandise shortage, leading a firm to lose sales (Taleizadeh et al., 2018lxxiv). IB literature has 

extensively studied the subject since Harris (1913lxxv) firstly addressed the issue on his theory on 

economic order quantity (EOQ), then he focused more in inventory holding (Harris, 1913blxxvi), 

and sequentially he presented (Harris, 1915lxxvii) a similar model for economic production quantity 

(EPQ). Most important in the topic is that, even with the shortest inventory turnover ratio (ITO) 

oriented, a firm seeking to maximize CCC and to reduce trapped cash in WC, attention and 

calculation are required to avoid losing sales due to eventual stock-outs, and therefore returns. 

Stock-outs of inputs and raw materials typically occur in manufacturing companies and impact 

their output production rate. In retail, differently, firms sell basically finished goods and among 

the most common issues impacting inventories there are i) inaccuracy, which means the 



 
 

discrepancy between physical and recorded inventory level (Chuang & Oliva, 2015lxxviii), which it 

may be driven by a) shrinkage, as result of theft or of spoiled merchandise, by b) transaction errors, 

caused from a disidentification of the product either when it was inbound registered (purchased or 

returning item), or during its outbound process (selling item), or c) misplaced or inaccessible 

inventory is when the system points an existing merchandise, though its location is unknown (Kök 

& Shang, 2014lxxix) and ; ii) fill rate, which is the (long-run) average fraction of demand satisfied 

by current available stocks (Zhang & Zhang, 2007lxxx) and a higher fill rate leads to excess 

inventory, and unnecessary high holding costs, caused by the traditional formula mostly used in 

IB literature and in text  books consider long-run, or infinite period instead of a defined period, as 

a month or a quarter (Tan et al., 2017lxxxi). 

Moreover, on top of the above discussed issues on inventory management, in the case of a fast 

fashion apparel retailer, we may add three more conditions, product life cycle, lead times (Hu & 

Yu, 2014lxxxii) and seasonality (Namin et al., 2017lxxxiii). Since product life in fast fashion is very 

important to meet time-to-market demand trends as the top world players as Zara already do (Caro 

& Gallien, 2012lxxxiv). 

And then in apparel retailing in Brazil, the importance of a balanced sourcing between local and 

international suppliers is relevant bearing in mind that most players procure their products 

overseas, and so the replenishment lead times are frequently longer than the season (Soysal & 

Krishnamurthi, 2012lxxxv), considering its geographic position in the south, whereas most of largest 

markets and the producers is located in the north hemisphere, as the country seasons, which are 

opposite of north and manufacturers are always focusing on next 6 months season to pace up the 

mode on the major fashion hubs. And the Brazilian infrastructure and customs bottlenecks 

(Bottasso et al., 2018lxxxvi), which may add more days to garments reach the market.  



 
 

As observed, inventory management is critical to any industry, but it is one of the most compelling 

issue for fast fashion apparel retailing firms doing business in Brazil. 

 

2.3.3. Account Payables 

The account payables set a condition agreed between a firm and its supplier to define the term the 

firm must down pay the suppliers in a future date. (Pogue et al., 1983lxxxvii), the definition is also 

known as trade credit, what enables the firm to reduce the asymmetric information on the products 

once it allows the buyer to receive the merchandise and to confirm its standards and quality upon 

its purchase order (Lyngstadaas & Berg, 2016lxxxviii), (Lee & Stowe, 1993lxxxix).  

After recurring trades, suppliers and the firm develop a stronger relationship, driving to improve 

the procurement and replenishment from one size and strengthen credit record for future deals 

from the other size (Darun et at., 2015xc). 

An extended payables term may be relevant to a firm’s liquidity, as it may permit the firm to collect 

cash from sales faster than paying its suppliers, reducing cash burning, and by managing working 

capital efficiently, firms may reduce their need on external debt and resulting in greater financial 

flexibility (Almeida & Eid Jr., 2014xci), as it also may be a source of funding during tighter credit 

market conditions, such as an economic and financial global crisis (Haron & Nomran, (2016). 

Complementarily, large firms are granted with more trade credit, given they are better known and 

well perceived, suppliers are willing to provide more favorable conditions and longer credit terms 

to them (Abdulla et al., 2017xcii).  

However, if the firm attempts to have an over extend term payables policy with its suppliers, they 

usually use price discrimination what leads to higher cost of goods and diminished profitability 



 
 

(Lyngstadaas & Berg, 2016) as a build-up in account payables have been associated with a 

reduction in shareholders wealth (Kieschnick et at, 2015xciii), as it may evidence of financial 

constraints when firms heavily rely on the use of trade credit to fund their current operations 

(Petersen & Rajan, 1997xciv). 

 

2.3.3.1. The Role of Local Sourcing in Brazil 

The targeted apparel retailers in Brazil pay locally sourced garments between 90 to 120 days, 

according to the interviewees. Where, newly-comers have not established local procurement, with 

the local and the international with longer presence in the Brazilian market been able to hold longer 

trade credit terms. Such firms also tend to react fast when facing local economic turmoil as Brazil, 

as observed in 2018 Guararapes-Riachuelo’s Annual Reportxcv, it mentioned the increase on the 

Payables is a result of an extension on trade credit terms with local and international suppliers. 

Additionally, time-to-market is remarkably lower from local sourcing comparing to the far east, 

as shipping period from Shanghai, one of the main exporting hubs in China to Santos, the most 

preeminent port in South America, is 55.2 days. (ports.com, 2018xcvi) 

Local procurement is not only important for deferred payment to suppliers and for lead time, but 

it also reduces costs as Ahmad (2013xcvii) state that garments imported through Santa Catarina 

faces 50% taxes, comparing to the 23% domestic clothing producers in the same state pay on taxes 

using. Even though the total taxes cost may vary depending on each State Value-added Tax (VAT, 

ICMS in Portuguese), the tax difference will not offset the 27-percentage points gap between the 

two. 



 
 

Another important aspect regarding tax and duties in Brazil, is that the ICMS payment is deferred 

up until the 10th day of following month (Pivetta, 2004xcviii), meanwhile, all the importing tax and 

customs costs must be paid right after the ship be unloaded (Kume, 1996xcix).  

Additionally, tax regime in the country is unbearable complex, especially when logistics is 

involved. As De Maria (2004c) posits that Brazil has not adopt an integrated unique transportation 

knowledge document for multimodal practices, jeopardizing firms looking for lower logistics 

costs, once it is required to issue a new cargo manifest, establishing new origins and destination 

points unfolding a new transaction which is subject to a new (or duplicated) tax recognition and 

payment.  

On top of that, once merchandise cross borders of any kind, city, county, state, region and/or 

country, issues arise on many taxes, such different corporate tax rates, value-added tax and sales 

tax just to name few. Brazilian states have been fighting a “fiscal war” to attract new companies 

into their own borders, creating unusual situation of “product tourism” (Frias et al., 2013:114ci), 

defined as “logistically unnecessary flow of goods is established to a lower tax jurisdiction (with 

a corresponding increase in transportation costs) so that the company obtains a reduction in the 

amount of the taxes due”. To achieve such goal, most retailers must establish their Distribution 

Centers far from the consumption / target markets to capture these taxes credits or benefits, 

considering that part of the ICMS is due to the origin state and not fully due to the destination state 

as per a typical Added-value Tax (Castro, 2014cii). Hence, firms’ management would may include 

effects of transfer pricing to assess feasibility of the new project. It is important to point out the 

such background poses as complex and significant liability when foreign firms are considering 

entering into the Brazilian market, given that local companies are already inserted into it, and they 

have already developed corporate expertise to overcome this scenario. 



 
 

Summarizing, broader understanding on taxes is important for payables, for supply chain and, 

therefore, for profitability and for the working capital management as foreigners may lag domestic 

peers to address this issue. 

 

2.3.3.2. International Suppliers  

All the apparel retailers targeted in this study have been procuring internationally to replenish 

merchandise on their Brazilian operations. According to some of the interviewees, the amount of 

import varies constantly, considering the i) season – local producers usually supply non-winter 

garments; ii) exchange rate between the Brazilian Real (BRL) and the US Dollar (USD), as higher 

rates may discourage decision makers to bring merchandise from abroad, since it may lead 

unpracticable prices when translated into BRL and given that Brazil has a solid textile and clothing 

industries focusing on cotton and on denim-based items and; iii) the local interest rates, taking into 

account that most of them hedge their USD exposure from imported merchandise to protect from 

currency value volatility and fluctuations, such “insurance” usually has its cost based on the (local) 

market’s interest rates (Frey & Sommer, 1996ciii; Mun, 2016civ). Therefore, the apparel retailers 

tend to hedge only foreseeable imports once there is a considerable high cost to carry the hedge, 

there is a high unpredictability for long-term fashion trends. 

However, to be a full-fledged apparel retailer, international procurement is mandatory as it brings 

in all (or most of) winter collections and an impressive assortment of synthetic fiber clothing. 

Moreover, the retailers also managed to find a way out to fund their imports, most of them is 

currently using Usance Letter of Credit (LCs) to set international payment and they are practicing. 

Again, local players are being granted with longer tenors, either with foreign players following on 



 
 

the decision of their headquarters policy to match up their internal practices and benchmarks or 

throughout its wholly-owned procurement subsidiary and the local operations have no bargaining 

power to match up local practices. 

 

3. Data and methods 

3.1. The inductive case rationale 

The aim in this paper is to commence the studies blending two well-established theories to assess 

the relevance LOF plays in international firms’ WC when they enter into a new host market. Since 

none or little empirical evidence exists on the topic, an inductive multiple-case study approach was 

applied. Such approach can provide a better understanding of the unexplored dynamics of the 

phenomenon (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007cv), stronger base for theory building (Yin, 2017cvi), 

whereas multiple cases study can be applied to either predicts comparable results or forecasts 

contrasting results but for predictable reasons (Yin, 2017:47). 

 

3.2. The sample 

The inductive, multiple-case study approaches and investigates six firms operating in the Brazilian 

apparel retail industry. This is an interesting group because they address an affordable mass 

consumption private label clothing, being three local players and three international competitors, 

with a significant market entry date gap among them. Lojas Renner, Riachuelo and Marisa Lojas 

are among the top three Brazilian brands in the domestic clothing retail sector (Apparel and 

Footwear in Brazil, 2018). While the three foreign firms are: i) C&A, the leading brand among all 

players; ii) Zara, the fast-fashion company, world-leader and the second-largest international brand 



 
 

in Brazilian apparel retail; and iii) Forever 21, a fast-mover, high-growth US-based company, 

which has stunned the local market (Chao, 2014). 

 

3.3. Data Collection and Analysis 

Initially, an extensive IB literature was analyzed to evaluate the non-existence of the researched 

theme (WCLOF), and to set the relationship between the two theories. The process resulted in 

finding the link through the internationalization process of firms and unfolding impacts from it, 

particularly those related to operating cash decisions. 

Sequentially, archival data, financial reports complemented with secondary sources from 

companies’ websites, financial terminals (i.e. Bloomberg, Euromonitor) financial and (industry) 

fashion newspaper, magazine, notes published, and filings uploaded in regulatory entities, such as 

Stock Exchange Commissions. This stage was imperative to start placing multiple-case study 

pieces together to screen in similar practices and to point out differences among them. In most 

cases, evidences of payables and receivables practices were gathered. Eventually, inventory 

management practices were observed, although sourcing and procurement strategies were 

assembled. 

Additional empirical tests were conducted via store visits, purchases and store card subscription 

(when applicable) to confirm the scope and the extent of the practices gathered in the step before.  

Finally, from February to September 2018, interviews were conducted with executives (top 

managers, shareholders, board members and financial research analysts) from most of stakeholders 

involved in an apparel retailer business environment or either have been working in the case-study 



 
 

companies, occupying top-level positions that position them to understand companies’ practices 

and strategies regarding their WC management. 

The interview script was relatively flexible to capture the nuances and the differences perspective 

from each spectrum related to each stakeholder, either they were service providers, garment 

suppliers, financial analysts or competitors. Their responses and data gathered were used in 

addition to the first two steps to support to and to corroborate with the proposition questions, of 

WCLOF, of longer presence in a host market mitigate or zero LOF and of international firms can 

bring in any FSA when entering into a new host market. 

Table 2 – Background of studied firms 

C&A. Founded in 1841 in the Netherlands (cea, 2018cvii), C&A is still family-owned after six generations 

and it has 1,575 stores in 24 countries, targeting affordable fashion to its customers. They entered in 

Brazil in 1976 (cea, 2018acviii), and currently they have 270 stores, with BRL 5.9 billion in 2017 

according to information from Apparel and Footwear in Brazil (Euromonitor, 2018). According to one 

of the interviewees, C&A changed the ground of apparel retailing in Brazil, bringing in a lot of 

innovation. 

The company also plays a role in financial services, important to drive sale in Brazil, offering credit cards 

and its own private label card (shopping store card), personal loans, insurance and investments services. 

Customers may use C&A’s cards to pay shops in up to five installments with no interest bearing or up to 

eight installments with interest bearings. 

C&A has a global sourcing company (Mondial) to help provide global procurement for its operations. In 

Brazil, the company also has an extended supply chain to local clothing providers. 

 

Lojas Renner. Founded in 1965 and it is listed in New Market (Novo Mercado) segment of Stock 

Exchange – B3. The company is present countrywide with Renner, the apparel retail anchor; Camicado, 

a home and decor company; and Youcom, specialized in fashion for the young, having more than 500 

stores currently in all operations. (Renner, 2018cix) 

Renner’s brand revenues in 2017 reached BRL 5.7 billion according to data from Apparel and Footwear 

in Brazil (2018). Renner also offers their own private label card to its customers and, as at C&A’s, they 

may pay up their purchases up to five installments with no interest bearing or up to eight installments 

with interest bearing. They procure merchandise local and internationally throughout over 600 suppliers. 

Sourcing mostly locally, recently, management decided to open Lojas Renner Shanghai Trading 

Company to develop relationship with international suppliers. 

 

Riachuelo. It was acquired in 1979 and it is controlled by the listed company Guararapes. The company 

has 302 stores in Brazil with 636,700 square meters of sales area, as of March 2018, and BRL 5.2 billion 

sales in 2017 (Apparel and Footwear in Brazil, 2018). 

Guararapes manufactures clothes exclusively for Riachuelo, focusing operations on a vertical integrated 

supply chain as Riachuelo; Midway Financeira, personal financial services company to provide credit to 



 
 

its shoppers within Riachuelo stores, throughout its private label card, and regular flagged credit cards, 

personal loans and personal insurance services as its peers.  

Guararapes is listed in the Brazilian Stock Exchange with its capital comprehended 50-50 by voting and 

non-voting shares and controlling shareholders hold 82.7% of total capital and 75.7% of voting capital 

(Riachuelo, 2018cx), having all three seats in the board of directors.  

They work with more than 700 more suppliers (Riachuelo Annual Report, 2018cxi), and it also mentioned 

that, in 2017, a higher than sales increase (11.8%) in the suppliers account (15.5%) due to longer payment 

period local and internationally as a policy change from tougher macroeconomic scenario and on their 

ability to better negotiate with suppliers. 

 

Marisa. Founded in 1948, it is the largest chain of stores specialized in women's fashion and lingerie in 

Brazil, with 387 stores and 405,000 square meters of sales area nationwide and BRL 2.4 billion sales in 

2017 (Apparel and Footwear in Brazil, 2018). The company is listed at the Novo Mercado segment in 

B3, with 100% of voting shares. On September 30, 2017, the controlling shareholders have 74.4%, and 

the remainder as a free float in the market (Marisa IR website, 2018cxii). On top of the retail, CLUB is 

responsible for its card operation, which it runs two cards: its own private label card – Marisa Card – a 

typical store card which Marisa’s customers use to pay purchases in up to eight installments and; a regular 

credit card, Mastercard flagged from a commercial agreement with Itaú Bank (Itausa, 2009cxiii), which 

have been extended until 2029. Sax is Marisa’s arm for personal loan and financial institution entity, 

responsible for lending small amount to Marisa’s clients base. 

Marisa has over 300 apparel suppliers, locally and abroad. As aforementioned, the company does not 

manufacture its clothing merchandise for resale. Instead, the firm procures directly with local and 

international supplier and it has a long-lasting relationship with most of its suppliers. 

 

Zara. Zara’s first store was opened in 1975 in Arteixo, Spain by Amancio Ortega and Rosalia Mera. 

Zara is the leading brand from Inditex – Industria de Diseños Texteis, a Spanish company founded in 

1963 and currently with more the 7,000 stores in close to 100 countries worldwide (Inditex, 2018cxiv). 

They opened their first store in Sao Paulo in 1999 (Valor Econômico, 2012cxv). Zara has 56 stores and 

Zara Home, Inditex’s interior and design retail operations, has 15 stores in Brazil (2017 Annual Report, 

2018cxvi). 

The company has always been perceived by its affordable prices for clothing (Funding Universe, 

2004cxvii) and they have revolutionized fashion apparel business model as they created and they stand for 

the term Fast Fashion considering the managed to create a system able to steady week-based 

replenishment of thousands of new garments using feedback from their customers (Amed & Abnett, 

2015cxviii; Viardot, 2014cxix). In some cases, they can have a novel item in about 15 days from design, 

manufacturing to store shelves (Krčmárová, 2018cxx). That strategy enables them not only rapid response 

to trend changes but also enables them to lower their finished goods inventory with sound efficiency. 

One of the main reasons for Zara to do such a shorter full cycle time is verticalize structure allied with 

and impressive professional team, allowing to manufacture around 40% of their total sales (Vitzthum, 

2001cxxi, Görransson et al., 2007cxxii), instead of having 100% outsourced in a low labor cost region as 

many other apparel retailers have. In Brazil, they have also developed 27 local suppliers though they rely 

more in importing for meet up their stores’ demand (2017 Annual Report, 2018). Also, to help deliver 

its fast fashion proposes, they rely in highly automated and computerized logistics to rapidly respond 

with a remarkable time-to-market. (Crawford, 2000cxxiii). 

In Brazil, they do not have private label store cards allowing customer to longer installment plans, as its 

peers. Therefore, they have decided not to use their balance to fund clients’ purchases, though they used 

to accept regular flagged credit card with up to five installment payments when buying higher than 

BRL 300.00 per ticket with no interest. Recent store visits were conducted, and it was concluded that 

they are only doing up to three installments, with no interest in regular credit card.  

  



 
 

Forever 21. A private-held apparel retailing company headquartered in Los Angeles Founded 1984 with 

over 480 stores (Forever 21, Forever XXI, For Love 21, and Heritage 1981) in 17 countries, but still it is 

not in Europe (Market Research, 2014cxxiv). 

It arrived in Brazil in 2014 and it already has already 34 stores. They are well-known for their real 

affordable pricing policy and customers are very aware of their strategy as they queued as much as seven 

hours to get into the Forever 21’s first store in the country (Chao, 2014cxxv). 

The company still does not have any suppliers in Brazil and as it imports all garments, it is subject to 

currency rates fluctuation as the Brazilian Real has devaluating consistently in the last two years, its 

pricing strategy may be jeopardized. 

After a primary field research, it was observed that Forever 21 has not established a private label card, 

nor finance its consumers purchases. It only accepts regular flagged credit card, as Visa and Mastercard, 

allowing its customers to pay purchases in up to three installments.   

 

Table 3 – Background of Interviewees 

Background Number of Interviewed 

Apparel Supplier 2 

Financial Analyst 4 

Service Provider 4 

Board Member 2 

Apparel Retail Executive 6 

Total 18 
Author’s elaboration 

The interviewees base profile is relatively broad considering the difficulties in gathering 

information particularly from the Brazilian operations of the international firms. These MNEs are 

not listed in Brazil and two out of three are private-held companies worldwide, as one of the 

interviewees pointed out: “our teams from research and from library accessed all available 

sources, including gazettes credit bureaus, balance sheet database, EDGAR, CVM fillings … but 

they did not find any financial statement from Zara nor C&A”. On top of that, they either have 

restricted information disclosure policy or non-disclosure information policy. “Forever 21 stopped 

talking to the market and Zara has never done”, an interviewee mentioned. “To get such answers, 

I spent the last five months hunting for information (on C&A)”, added another. 

Taking that into consideration, augmenting the scope and the variety of the interviewees was 

important to gather relevant information regarding their WC practices in Brazil. To strengthen the 



 
 

quality of information collected, distinguished executives from diverse sides of the market were 

interviewed. Finally, in-company executives, when possible, were also consulted as they have 

more familiarity to daily practices and policies. 

 

4. The Interview and Research findings 

The main themes emerged from the research and interviews are: (a) international firms have 

different working capital management compared to their local peers; (b) Foreign firms with longer 

presence in a host market have closer working capital management to their local peers; (c) 

International firms have strong brand equity (BE) compared to their peers.  

4.1. International firms have different WC management compared to their local peers 

Research gathered information and interviews responses have shown the differences host retail 

firms manage their working capital accounts compare to their international peers locally-based. 

The major components of the working capital observed that local firms presented broaden local 

sourcing, extend supplier payment period, quick-response on inventory management, and 

increased risk taking on sales and receivables conditions. 

Host firms procure garments both domestic and internationally as they recognize the challenges 

raised from the lack of flexibility if heavily relying on either locally or on imported apparel. 

Forever 21 continues to import all its merchandise as reconfirmed recently by some of the 

interviewees and stockouts have been seen in its stores since the beginning of its operation in the 

country (Carvalho, 2014bcxxvi). Also, local firms have closer control of replenishment process 

when procuring also locally. Domestic procurement plays a significant role overall as internal 

production of ready-made garments value represented USD 43.8 billion in 2012, while the steeper 



 
 

imports still represented USD 2.0 billion (Posthuma & Bignami, 2014cxxvii). Therefore, for an 

apparel retailer to have a leading role in Brazil, it must purchase garments domestically as well. 

 Payment tenors are another relevant characteristic that local retailers outpace foreigners. Domestic 

retailers have payment period up to 120 days for their merchandise procured locally, and up to 200 

days for imported garments. On the other hand, international retailers have payment period up to 

100 days for domestic suppliers and up to 90 days for imported clothes. An unfolding aspect from 

longer tenors is the discounting rate. A very common practice among suppliers is discounting the 

payment before due date to anticipate cash they would receive in a later date. When they chose 

that, the longer payment tenor they have, the higher the discount factor will be and, therefore, the 

lower will be the cost of merchandise acquired by the retailer.  

Lastly, but not least, mainly due to longer deferred receivable period, local firms extend 

receivables payment up to five installments with no interest bearing using their own balance sheet 

mostly throughout their private label card or partnerships with financial institutions whereas 

international players are very restricted in adopting such policy. This longer debtor payment 

strategy allows local players to generate additional sales for lower installment values (between 

BRL 20.00 to BRL 30.00) but also enabled them to sell incremental products, as low value-added 

services or merchandise offered while customers are waiting on the checkout queue, as insurances 

and socks, respectively. C&A is the only of the three international firms to adopt the same strategy.  

 

4.2. Foreign firms with longer presence in a host market have closer WC management to their 

local peers 



 
 

The study confirmed Zaheer’s (1995) hypothesis and supported that firms that have been in the 

country for longer period were able to reduce or mitigate WCLOF. C&A, with almost four decades 

of presence in Brazil, has developed local clothing sourcing with inventory management based on 

local and international partners, bonded with service and financial suppliers, created, and 

benefitted from having its former financing arm and performed funding to its clients to boost sales 

as its local peers do.  

Zara, for instance, in Brazil since 1999 (Exame, 2014cxxviii), has started to develop its local clothing 

sourcing as C&A had. Though, they have only 27 domestic suppliers insofar. 

Moreover, their management has decided to remain away from using its Balance Sheet to the 

clients’ financing and from creating strategic alliances with financial institutions and financial 

services providers.  

Though, Forever 21, present in the country up from 2014, is the least climatized until now 

(Carvalho, 2014cxxix), with virtually no bonds developed neither with local suppliers, importing all 

its apparel items from Asia, nor enhancing credit and financing conditions for its customers in 

Brazil. Such strategy has already impacted their sales, during several stock-outs, its inventory, 

supply and currency exposure managements are more volatile and have led them to more 

inefficiencies when compared to foreign firms with longer presence in Brazil. Nonetheless, it is 

important to point out the its local operations has been increasing tremendously and sales reached 

BRL 500 million in less than five years, according to one of the interviewees. The fact is that they 

could be even better, with higher sales, less stock-out with more supply secureness and less 

exposed to market volatility. 



 
 

Summarizing, we concluded that longer local presence in a host market indeed reduced LOF when 

apparel retailers operate in Brazil. 

 

4.3. International firms have strong brand equity (BE) compared to its their peers 

Brazil faced an impressive growth in Gross Leased Area (GLA) with 195 new shopping malls 

openings between 2008-2017 (Abrasce, 2017cxxx). Several retail chains increased their footprint 

accordingly. However, the country suffered a steep recession in up from 2014 (Lara & Black, 

2016cxxxi) what has negatively impacted occupation rate (IBOPE, 2015cxxxii) in existing malls and 

in the recent opened ones. Forever 21 beginning of operations in Brazil matched up the recession 

timing and their management where very capable in negotiating solid favorable terms and 

conditions regarding its lease, occupation costs and store decoration. “Several of their stores in 

the country were waived from rental and lease costs up to two years. They also had their store 

renovation costs paid by the mall runner / owner”, stated an interviewee.  

This was only feasible since Forever 21 is worldwide known for its aggressive low-price strategy, 

its ability to bring impressive incremental traffic to the malls (Romanini, C., 2016cxxxiii; Zuini, P, 

2014) cxxxiv. Forever 21 is not the only retailer to leverage its occupation costs, as Apple (Gurman, 

M and Cao, J., 2017cxxxv) has done that too when opening its retail stores nor has been the first one, 

as Uniqlo played the same role in late 1980s and early 1990s after an economic recession in Japan. 

(Kansara, 2016cxxxvi). As expected, mall developers and runners would concede special conditions 

to attract the firm to open a new store in their malls. Few interviewees mentioned that mall 

companies have granted a full store remodeling investment (capex) for grand openings and waived 



 
 

two to five years of lease if the company continues to bring a bold traffic into its stores, according 

to some of the interviewees. 

Overall, high brand equity retail firms can negotiate unique conditions when starting new 

operations abroad considering that they bring traffic, status and prestige to an existing mall 

confirming that foreign apparel retailers have entry leverage when they hold solid equity brand 

among their customers. 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Drivers of international firms building operations in Brazil 

Information gathered for this paper has led to a better understanding on the reasons international 

apparel retailing firms decide to develop operations in Brazil, despite that the country has a large 

economy, democratic institutions and increased control over inflation.  

Other factors drive back greater import dynamics on the apparel industry: i) the sector has higher 

tariffs than many other countries; ii) online sales still represent a fraction of total apparel sales and 

iii) distance from other major markets and suppliers has impacted costs and lead time 

About the first topic, Brazilian trade openness started only in the 1980s, including a widespread 

reduction in trade barriers and a narrowing of tariff dispersion (Castilho et al, 2012cxxxvii), from the 

Uruguay Round trade negotiations on General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (Finger 

et al, 1996cxxxviii) and it was deepened with Mercosur in the 1990s (Bohara et al, 2004cxxxix). In 

general terms, we may observe from data gathered from Brazilian Development, Industry, 

Commerce and International Trade Office (MDIC) how structured was the tariff reduction 

promoted over time after such events.  



 
 

 

Figure 2 - Brazilian Import Tariffs (%) – ex-Economic Trade Zones 

 
Source: MDIC - Brazilian Development, Industry, Commerce and International Trade Office 

As part of the process, Textile and Apparel & Shoes had been relevant part of the tariff decrease, 

as noted by Costa (2016), with rates coming from 62.8% and 73.9%, respectively in 1988 to 23.1% 

and 33.1% in 2012 respectively. Although, such levels are significantly higher than other 

developed markets, as the US have 4% of duty rates in 2018, according to their Harmonized Tax 

System (HTS) from U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC), the magnitude of reduction 

presented in duties abovementioned and the globalization of retailing operations process were 

compelling reasons for international players to expand and to start their operations in Brazil, as 

corporations’ efforts to transfer their firm-specific-advantages (FSAs, Swoboda et al, 2018cxl) to 

gain scale to become global (Girod & Rugman, 2005cxli) and imports of apparel rose from virtually 

nothing in 1989 to over one billion dollar in 2017, after peaking at USD 2.5 billion in 2014 

(Economics and Consumers Annual Data. Brazil, 2018cxlii). Comparing such figure with the total 

market of USD 31.5 billion in 2017 (Brazil Apparel Market Size and Forecast, 2018cxliii), we can 

observe that to run a large operation in the country, the firm needs local sourcing. 
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Figure 3 - Brazilian Imports of Apparel Items (in USD million) 

 

Source: Economics and Consumers Annual Data. Brazil, 2018 

 

Secondly, online sales still represents a mid-single-digit sales (globo.com, 2016) and over BRL 60 

billion for all online sales in 2018 (Dino, 2018cxliv), factors as clothes sizing standards (Ketron and 

Spears, 2017cxlv), pleasant weather for nice outdoor activities and for shopping, weather counter-

season effect (Brazil in the South hemisphere while most international firms competing is from 

North hemisphere), and fashion trends may vary or may need tuning to enhance sales in the 

country. 

Third, the fast fashion model requires quick response and enhanced design are key to optimize 

lead time, and to deliver that, firms need a combination of localized production, sophisticated 

information systems that facilitate frequent inventory monitoring and replenishment, and 

expedited distribution methods. (Cachon & Swinney, 2011:778). 

Therefore, combining these three factors helps to further understand the motives international 

apparel retailers must be competitive in Brazil. 
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5.2. Deployment of the WCLOF in apparel retailing in Brazil 

The interviews and the secondary information gathered led to a deeper comprehension of the 

impact LOF has into the accounts of the working capital. 

Receivables, or term sales, are the most benchmarked policy considering all players are willing to 

disclose they best offer to the customers. However, how the extended tenor policy is funded is not 

publicly available. The interviews were very important in understanding that all the three local 

retailers discount their receivables from credit cards, while their international counterparts do not 

(when information available). Additionally, Lojas Renner even securitize its receivables from the 

private label (PL) via a fund structure. 

As for the inventory and supply chain management, fast fashion retailers rely on lean and agile 

suppliers to fulfill the needs of a rapid change environment in terms of demand and trends (Lynn 

Childs & Jin, 2014) and as Gallaugher (2008cxlvi) stated, Zara creates over 11,000 designs and it 

was able to replenish them into store within four to five weeks. Another remarkable aspect of Fast 

Fashion is its enhanced design, as Zara and H&M, Uniqlo (Fast Retailing), just to name few, are 

able launch fashion garments customers are willing to have (Cortez et al., 2014cxlvii) and to meet 

such willingness they have work under reduced design lead time (Cachon & Swinney, 2011cxlviii).  

As the combination of quick response and enhanced design has been a key to the success of 

international fashion retailers, they must to be able to replicate such advantages in Brazil to 

overcome local retailers and if they do not develop relevant in-country supply chain base, this FSA 

may be jeopardized. However, if they succeed on embedding in with Brazilian suppliers, they will 



 
 

be able to put less cash into inventory management and in merchandise in transit, offsetting the 

advantage home firms possess.  

Accounts Payable have been presenting the greater discrepancy in terms on how locals and 

international firms run its policy and tenors. Not only suppliers’ payment tenor differs from the 

two groups, but also the instruments they both use, Letters of Credit (LCs), Supply Chain Finance 

(SCF) or even on how suppliers’ anticipated payment is funded, only with cash, or also directly 

through banks using firms’ credit lines. Using more than one type of funding (when even using), 

brings higher flexibility to WCM, considering that credit lines will be opened, corporate credit 

score will be updated, systems, settlement and liquidation will be already tested. Such tests are 

particularly relevant, especially during high volatility and or uncertainty periods as markets may 

undergo. 

Table 4 – Different Working Capital Practices from the studied companies 

Receivables Marisa Renner Riachuelo Zara C&A Forever 21 

 

Anticipate Receivables 

Local 

Yes 
Yes Yes 

Foreign 

NA 
No NA 

Use Banks Yes Yes Yes NA No NA 

Securitize Receivables No Yes No NA No NA 
       

Inventory & Sourcing       

Local Procurement Yes Yes Yes Few Yes No 

International Procurement Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

       

Payables       

Intl Suppliers payment tenor 180 200 200 90 75 NA 

Local Suppliers payment tenor 110 120 120 90 100 NA 

Letter of Credit (LC) Yes Yes Yes No No NA 

Forfeit No No No No No NA 

SCF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA 

Does it with own balance sheet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA 

Does it with Banking Lines 

(Confirming etc.) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No NA 

Source: Data from interviews and archival reports, online information and other secondary sources 



 
 

 

Table 5 – Evidence of WCLOF in the Brazilian apparel retail sector 

Firm Instances of WCLOF How WCLOF was deployed 

C&A Receivables Has own private label (PL) cards. It pushes sales in up to 

8x installments (with interest) and 5x (no interest). 

 Inventory & Sourcing Local sourcing well developed, stockouts are not usual. 

 Payables 75 days to pay intl. suppliers, 100 days for local ones. 

ZARA Receivables Sells up to 3x (no interest), via regular credit card (CC) 

only, does not have PL cards. 

 Inventory & Sourcing Timid but existing local sourcing, stockouts are not usual. 

 Payables 90 days to pay intl. suppliers, 90 days for local ones. 

Forever 21 Receivables Sells up to 3x (no interest), via regular credit card (CC) 

only, does not have PL cards. 

 Inventory & Sourcing Zero local sourcing. Stockouts are frequent. 

 Payables No information available upon this item. 

Riachuelo Receivables Has own PL cards. It pushes sales in up to 8x installments 

(with interest) and 5x (no interest). 

 Inventory & Sourcing Balanced sourcing (intl. and locals), stockouts are not 

usual. Partly verticalized sourcing enables them to launch 

more fast fashion items and collections. 
 Payables 75 days to pay intl. suppliers, 100 days for local ones. 

Renner Receivables Has own PL cards. It pushes sales in up to 8x installments 

(with interest) and 5x (no interest). 

 Inventory & Sourcing Balanced sourcing (intl. and locals), stockouts are not 

usual. 

 Payables 75 days to pay intl. suppliers, 100 days for local ones. 

Marisa Receivables Has own PL cards. It pushes sales in up to 8x installments 

(with interest) and 5x (no interest). 

 Inventory & Sourcing Balanced sourcing (intl. and locals), stockouts are not 

usual. 

 Payables 75 days to pay intl. suppliers, 100 days for local ones. 
Source: Data from interviews and archival reports, online information and other secondary sources 

Regarding the receivables policies, the installment plans for clients’ purchases are checkable 

throughout store visits and on firms’ e-commerce. According to Stopa (2014cxlix), Forever 21. An 

interviewee also added that “Forever 21 and Zara are still only accepting payments with credits 

cards up to three installments, and they still do not have store card” (Private Label, PL card), 

Different from its home country operations, where Forever 21 issue its own credit card, with 

rewards program features (forever21.com) 



 
 

On the other hand, C&A Brazil states in its website (cea.com.br) to “take full advantage of the 

C&A card and buy clothes and accessories up to 5x without interest.” C&A also informs that 

clients may have up to 100 days and eight installments to pay for their purchases at a C&A store. 

As per the local peers, Renner posts its private label (PL) card conditions on its financial services 

website (Realize Solucoes Financeirascl) has same conditions, as well as Marisa and Riachuelo 

cards have with internal rewarding program. Five interviewees who responded whether the private 

label card is important or irrelevant toll to drive sales up, four answered that it is very important 

and one mentioned that it is important.  

Two interviewees noted the opportunity of the PL cards as customer retention, “Very relevant! 

Allied with discounts and rewards these PL card customers have”. And one interviewee mentioned 

the difference PL card database information brings to the company: “It is very relevant because 

you retain the client, and (you) end up knowing better her/his shopping behavior. The fact that you 

know what the client likes, what she/he wants, makes the sale more targeted and successful”. It 

was the first recall on the strategic benefits of knowing your client using such rich information tool 

as the private label cards have. 

 

Table 6 – Sales Share of Store Cards (Private Label Cards) and Average Ticket 

A) Private Label 

Cards share of Sales 
2016 2017  

B) Average 

Ticket (BRL) 

Private 

Label Card 
Company 

Marisa 44.3% 43.5%   128.14 96.72 

Renner 48.2% 45.2%   195.29 144.06 

Riachuelo 45.2% 44.9%   186.6 NA 
Source: Data from Companies’ Annual Report 

The relevance of private label to drive sales up is compelling. Such mean of payment represents 

around 45% of the three Brazilian players, and its consumers purchase higher tickets when 



 
 

compared to non-private label card customers. Arquimedes Salles, former Cards and Stores 

Operations Officer from Marisa presented in its Annual Investors’ Day Meeting (2013) data 

corroborating the three times incremental sales right after its clients redeemed vouchers from the 

Marisa Card Reward Program. 

As mentioned by Oliveira et al. (2017), in the report from a primary research conducted with 

Brazilian household apparel shopping behavior (UBS Evidence Lab – The naked Truth, 2017, Vol 

II), the monthly plan payment (or installment plans) is essential. 89% of respondents considered 

payment in installments was considered one of the main factors in choosing an apparel retailer. In 

a year-over-year comparison, the factor with most increase was “Has a store card”, with 13 

percentage points gain. As Oliveira et al (2017) described: “The survey results reflect the effects 

of the weak macro environment. This is evident because: 1) low prices and sales and promotions 

are among the top reasons for choosing a store; and 2) offering a store card and payment in 

instalments are among the factors that gained the most importance YoY.” 

Another relevant aspect regarding private label cards role is related to bankarization, defined as 

the penetration banking services over total adult population. Despite the 3.3% compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) presented in last ten years, with now 87% or 140 million Brazilian adults are 

bankarized (Lima, 2017cli), such “inclusion doesn’t denote engagement” said David Brear, of 

11:FS , a bank-technology consultancy (“The Economist: Underserved and overlooked”, 2017clii), 

considering that less than 40% are using their banking accounts further than receiving their salary 

or other types of fixed contributions as pensions.  

 



 
 

Table 7 – Financial Products & Services (FPS) contribution to Consolidated Results 

Financial Products & Services Share of Consolidated EBITDA 2016 2017 

Marisa 102.1% 69.2% 

Renner 18.8% 22.5% 

Riachuelo 53.7% 30.4% 
Source: Data from Companies’ Annual Report 

Firms may offer additional services bundled into the private label card, as noted by one of the 

interviewees: “The retailers can also sell insurances, health & dental plans and many other 

financial services.” increasing their results. In fact, according to information collected from 

Annual Reports of Marisa, Renner and Riachuelo, results from their Financial Services Operations 

represented at least 20% of consolidated EBITDA in 2017. 

On top of the incremental sale and better knowledge of your client, financial Products & Services 

may also alleviate financial pressure from downturn periods. Marisa’s sales fell over BRL 1 billion 

in the last five years and a proprietary receivables portfolio is an important asset to surpass 

challenging periods, as Mr. Adalberto Pereira dos Santos, its Financial Vice President and Investor 

Relations Officer commented on the company’s fourth quarter and full year 2016 conference call: 

“The Company has the portfolio, 600 million. We have worked with traditional tools, we have 

been working with our suppliers and vendors. The Company is doing well. If necessary, we can 

use financial mechanisms to preserve liquidity.” 

The private label operations may also be source of steady funding as Renner securitized a 5-year 

structured receivables fund of BRL 600 million in 2014 with remuneration of Interbank Rate (CDI 

in Portuguese) + 1.08% per annum, competitive pricing when compared to 108% of CDI for the 

3-year debenture issue of BRL 300 million in 2017, according to information on its 2017 Annual 

Report. 



 
 

Summarizing, apparel retailers with installment plans and private label cards policies can leverage 

sales, average tickets, client loyalty, bigdata information source, CRM and marketing strategies, 

net income (or results) contributor and a buffer through turmoil and a source of funds. Local firms 

mastered the use of both whereas only C&A is using amongst international peers. Zara and Forever 

21 incur LOF as they have not established installment plans and private label card policies 

following their international practices (www.zara.com and www.forever21.com). 

Supply and Procurement are also very important. The apparel manufacturers are very dispersed in 

throughout the country, with dozens of producer poles. The local firms and C&A have massively 

relied on local suppliers, supplementing their collections with imported items.  

Zara initially believed it was feasible to procure most clothes from Portugal, Spain and Morocco, 

though local infrastructure bottlenecks limited such strategy. “Brazil is an exception. When they 

arrived in the country, the company wanted to get one garment from a factory in Spain, put it on 

a plane and deliver it on Sao Paulo stores within three days. However, lousy airport infrastructure 

and barriers to imported goods has make the task impossible. Resulting in a need to pile up 

inventory and to establish a distribution center locally”, argued reporter Raquel Ladim (2013cliii) 

from Folha de Sao Paulo, a local recognized newspaper. “The company founded in Cajamar (SP) 

its only distribution center outside of Spain and it keeps increase locally source merchandise. 

Reaching up 40% of its product mix”, she added. 

In 2017, Zara faced a fallback and it was legally considered co-responsible for one of the suppliers’ 

practices. A sweatshop which deployed working conditions similar to slavery in 2011. After that, 

Zara has been reducing procuring locally and increasing importations, despite it disclosed in its 

2017 Annual Report of having 27 local suppliers in Brazil, as one of the interviewees mentioned: 

http://www.zara.com/
http://www.forever21.com/


 
 

“Currently, Zara resumed to procure virtually everything abroad, after the issue with slavery-like 

legal suit. Lots of headache for petty money”. 

Lastly, Forever 21 depend heavily in international garments. However, they tried to develop some 

local suppliers, though the way the local operations are structured did not enable the company to 

conclude the process. “(Local) Sourcing has been done last year (2017), we had reached 13 

domestic suppliers, but buying controls and (product) development are all done by the 

headquarters. So, they stopped due to the lack of staff to perform this task over there.” 

 

Based on the evidence and on discussion, this paper suggests a first formal proposition as follows: 

When doing business in Brazil, International apparel retailing firms endure Liability of 

Foreignness on their Working Capital accounts (WCLOF), given they run further from the 

optimal WC level, considering their host peers' practices in Receivables, Inventory 

(Sourcing) and Payable Accounts.  

 

5.3. The role of embeddedness into local environment 

Despite the most profound market research on the target market conducted by international firms 

before they start their operations in the new host market, MNEs subunits will start replicating most, 

if not all, managerial practices its headquarters carries out in its home country. Such practices may 

be benchmarked in those countries, though whenever they venture into new markets abroad, 

several conditions, i.e., political, economic, social, or technological, may play a major role in 

conducting business on daily business.  



 
 

Some firms elect to maintain all their headquarters’ practices or even they do not have autonomy 

to run their subunit organizational policies by themselves. On the other hand, other MNEs 

comprehend that to sell more, gain scale, acceptance, access to supply chain and to better term and 

negotiations, they might have to embed some local business practices into their new operations. 

The expected path to incorporate local uses takes time, even years. In this fashion, C&A managed 

to mimic several practices from its local peers. As Zara is on the way of further acclimatizing its 

Brazilian operations, but Forever 21 has a long path to embed to new host market. In fact, FSAs 

may not be only presented from headquarters to firms’ international subunits as stated by Hymer 

(1960) that firms engaging in overseas operations must have some form of proprietary advantage 

to compensate for the natural disadvantage of competing with established firms in a host market, 

but also on how subsidiaries can contribute to the FSAs of a MNE (Birkinshaw, 1998cliv). And 

certainly, the peculiarities of doing business in Brazil may add value to international firms 

operating in the country. 

 

Table 8 – Seasoned international players reduce WCLOF in host markets 

Firm How longer presence has impacted WC Accounts 

C&A 

(1976) 

Receivables: 5x no interest - 8x with interest. Credit Card (CC) and Private Label (PL, 

or Store card) cards accepted. 

Inventory: Balance between local and foreign with an own global sourcing company 

Payables: Net 100 days for local net 75 days for foreigners. Supply Chain Finance (SCF) 

only with own Cash. No use of Letters of Credit (LCs). 

Zara 

(1999) 

Receivables: 3x no interest, accept CCs, but no PL 

Inventory: most imported 

Payables: Net 90 for local and International. SCF with own Cash and factor. No LCs. 

Forever 21 

(2014) 

Receivables: 3x no interest, accept CCs, but no PL  

Inventory: 100% imported 

Payables: No Info available.  

Comments Receivables: C&A>Zara=F21 

Inventory: C&A>Zara>F21 

Payables: C&A>Zara   F21? 
Source: Data from interviews and archival reports, online information and other secondary sources 



 
 

Embedding is paramount to have a success chance into the new host market (Frasquet et al., 2018) 

and bolding takes will and time. Analyzing its several spectra may help understanding where these 

three are in Brazil. When venture into a new market, a firm may decide to either expatriate its own 

top executives or hire local teams. In hiring local teams, it may structure a host C-level new team 

or lower hierarchy commanded team through its headquarters’ guidance. 

C&A opened its first store in Brazil in 1976 and they sent members of the controlling shareholder’s 

family to run the business in the country. “In Brazil, there are around 50 family members 

(nowadays), who are in the fifth generation”, mentioned Abdallah (2017). “They are less shy and 

more open-minded than the old members”, noted Weiguny (2015clv) on her book about the clan. 

“Luiz Antonio Fazzio was the first executive who had not come from the controlling shareholder 

family, presided C&A from 2002 to 2009”, added Abdallah (2017). Today, Paulo Correa, 

Brazilian, market executive, is the CEO for its local operations. 

Zara opted to hire a seasoned local CEO, Pedro Janot, who led the company from 1998 to 2007 

and had worked before for Mesbla, Americanas and Richards. Currently Joao Braga, Portuguese-

born, is the country manager since 2011. 

Forever 21 chose to hire some executives locally, but they must comply with its headquarters’ 

policies. The controlling shareholder and his partner for Latin America based in Panama was 

responsible for hiring the local team. Osvaldo Roizner, Uruguayan-born, but based in Brazil for 

over 25 years, Edson Pera, who worked for C&A in the 1990s, as General Officer and Andre 

Piedade, known to bring the American denim brand 7 for all mankind to Brazil also joined Forever 

21’s local team. However, all senior executives left the company. “Unfortunately, Brazil 

(operations) is considered a regional branch, without autonomy. They run (strategy) via their 

headquarters, here there is only management decisions”, mentioned one of the interviewees. 



 
 

“They should give autonomy to who knows the Brazilian market, obviously bearing in mind the 

firm’s value”, he complemented. A testimonial made on “Love Mondays” portal (2018clvi) 

corroborated with that: “Excess of dependence from Los Angeles office, no bonus or variable 

compensation for the team. HR only executes hiring and dismissals, it does not run as a 

departments partner”. 

Sourcing is another relevant aspect not only to embed to local but also to quick respond to market 

changes. C&A entered in the local market before the Brazilian trade liberalization in the late of 

1980s and with establishing roots purposes, as Abdallah (2017) recalled that “The ‘C&A School’ 

also extend to its clothing suppliers. Relevant part of them was formed by the company”.  

Paulo Correa, C&A Brazil CEO, analyzing the apparel market in late 2016, fully described the 

role of local sourcing for them: “The Brazilian operations have around 1,000 suppliers worldwide, 

being 500 local-based. The intent is more towards time-to-market than only and solely because of 

the currency exchange” (Schincariol, 2016clvii) 

Forever 21’s sourcing strategy only based on imported merchandise encountered some hurdles. 

Right in the beginning, underestimation of the potential untapped demand jeopardized sales and 

added unforeseen replenishment costs, as Prado (2017clviii) reported: “a 1,500-people lane was 

excited waiting for the grand opening of the first Forever 21 Brazilian store, a little over three 

years ago. By that time, the inventory planned to last three months was over in three weeks and 

the retailer had to run to meet avid shoppers”.  

Merchandise shortage was not the only hazard to Forever 21’s operations, three other relevant 

issues were raised from exclusive importing sourcing: i) currency fluctuation, ii) costs and iii) 

time-to-market. One of the interviewees described as very relevant the impacts from the currency 



 
 

exchange volatility: “this issue had a very strong impact on us. It made the founder really worried 

and Brazil was left out of the focus due to that”. On the cost versus lead-time equation, Roizner 

said: “To keep replenishment pace up, instead of bringing garments by ship, we chartered a plane 

to deliver new merchandise twice a week”. 

Increased belonging perception is also supported by developing and designing locally. Despite 

being a foreign retailer C&A bonded with local designers and stylists and hire Brazilian top models 

for its marketing campaigns. “C&A was the first company to establish partnership with recognized 

fashion stylists (Stella McCartney, Isabela Capeto, Amir Slama e Roberto Cavalli, among others) 

and to have a full team of designers and stylists within its staff traveling the world to look for 

innovative concepts and trends. Such practice is reinforced with heavy investments in fashion 

keynote figures, like Gisele Bündchen”, observed Abdallah (2014). 

 

Figure 4 – C&A: First Store in Brazil (1976) 

 
Source: https://epocanegocios.globo.com/Informacao/Visao/noticia/2014/05/desvendamos-cultura-c.html  

https://epocanegocios.globo.com/Informacao/Visao/noticia/2014/05/desvendamos-cultura-c.html


 
 

Based on the evidence and on discussion, this paper suggests a second formal proposition as 

follows: 

Longer presence of International apparel retailing firms in Brazil can only contribute to 

overcome WCLOF if they embed into local environment. 

 

5.4. Firm-specific advantages (FSA) can make difference 

There are several forms of firm-specific advantages as all three foreign firms rely on well reputable 

brand with notable strengths, though Zara is more perceived by its fast fashion style, C&A for its 

casual and comfortable style and Forever 21 for its aggressive pricing strategy. Aaker (1991:17) 

states that brand equity for a brand may arise from its image and its associations, not necessarily 

related to perceived quality. And adding such concept to Sethuraman’s (2003clix) of measuring 

brand equity to infer that, for the same utility value, Brazilian customers would rather buy at Zara 

than at C&A, as Abdallah (2014clx) observed: “other retailers entered the market presenting a 

bolder purpose than C&A nowadays. The leading one is Zara, that, after 14 years in Brazil, has 

established as a brand which offers a variety of products aligned with international fashion trends. 

It is perceived as a more sophisticated chain with a not so higher price offer than its Dutch 

counterpart.” 

Table 9 – Capitalizing from firm-specific advantages (FSAs) to reduce LOF 

Firm 
Firm-specific 

Advantages (FSAs) 
Recognition Forms of Leverage 

C&A Brand Equity Value for money, affordability, traffic 

in stores. 

Not Perceived 

Zara Brand Equity Better quality, fashionable clothes, 

slightly preferred when all other equals 

Not Perceived 

Forever 21 Brand Equity Aggressive Pricing Strategy, huge 

traffic 

Waived rental expenses 

and store renovations 
Source: Data from interviews and archival reports, online information and other secondary sources 



 
 

Considering its worldwide aggressive pricing strategy was replicated in Brazil as Forever 21 drives 

crowds into huge waiting lanes for its stores. Given this fact, the firm was to leverage on a 

uniqueness condition as malls runners in the country offer generous deal with rent and leases as 

well as store remodeling funds for host Forever 21 stores, which posits an evident Firm-Specific 

Advantage (FSA) for the firm. It is important to bear in mind that the combination of strong Brand 

Equity, aggressive price resulting in crowds willing to walking into its stores that has been 

appealing for mall runners to grant differentiated conditions. Conversely, the results from an UBS 

(Bank) Evidence Lab (Oliveira et al, 2017clxi) primary research with 500 Brazilian consumers in 

three cities (Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre and Salvador) regarding their shopping behavior when and 

seeking or purchasing clothing at Hering, Renner, Marisa, Riachuelo, C&A and local stores (small 

retailers) posits that C&A and Marisa proved to be very strong players, and leading the survey in 

terms of traffic and spending for all age groups.  

Blending FSAs with the previously addressed local embeddedness can be the capstone for a 

successful host operation. All the three foreign companies deployed considerable investments to 

enter the Brazilian retail apparel industry.  

C&A started in a different era, with a more closed market, and it brought major innovations by 

that time. “When C&A came to Brazil, it was very innovative, principally with the self-service 

system and non-commissioned salesperson. It was a paradigm shift in the industry”, said Flavio 

Rocha, Riachuelo’s CEO. “Watching C&A operations encouraged us to adopt a more modern and 

self-explanatory store model”, he added (Abdallah, 2014).  

Alberto Serrentino, well known and seasoned executive partner from a local retailing consultancy 

firm, another source Abdallah (2014) consulted, mentioned that: “In no other country C&A has 



 
 

its image associated to fashion as it has here” and he added “the brand has a strong bond with 

the present (time) and with the youth”.  

C&A is very adapted and acknowledgeable of Brazilian logistics bottlenecks and continental size. 

One of the interviewees mentioned the importance of multiple Distribution Centers, “We work 

with logistics operators (freight forwarder) in some regions, as Santa Catarina and as Northeast. 

But it would be interesting if we could have one (distribution center) in Northeast”, she pointed. 

“It would not be for (sourcing) the suppliers. It is because of we would be closer to (those) stores 

and to reduce replenishment time.”, she complemented. 

Another FSA assessed comes from Zara. Its Fast Fashion business model challenged the entire 

industry. While major fashion brands basically outsourced they full collection. “International 

retailers of clothing are believed to be the key drivers of the globalization of the clothing industry. 

They fuel globalization via global sourcing, thereby contributing to the flight of manufacturing 

jobs from the West” (Tokatli, 2008:21clxii), Zara owns manufacturing facilities and kept sourcing 

base close to its headquarters and to its largest markets. As Garcia (2014) recalled that “Zara 

introduces 10,000 new designs every year and distributes 5.2 million clothing articles per week to 

a network of over 1925 stores in more than 86 countries”. And such model based on “Just-in-

time” concepts was brought to Brazil, as “they can send the product one day after the order been 

placed by any store in Europe, and in two days for the stores based in Asia and Americas 

(including Brazil)”, reported on Mundo das Marcas (2006clxiii).  

Scarcity value theory has also been adopted by Zara, as it displays fewer repeated items on shelves, 

urging shoppers to quickly purchase the item. “Zara seeks not place more than four units of each 

item, aiming to transmit scarcity and value images. On top of that, every three days, the store is 



 
 

rearranged, to change products places, bring more dynamism to the ambience. Store Inventory 

turns over seven times yearly, much higher rate than competitors” (Minadeo, 2012: 44clxiv). 

Zara’s unique FSAs help leading the company to superior capital deployment. “Thank to the quick-

response competences from its manufacturing facilities and from its distribution centers, the firm 

reduced its working capital need. Also, the ability to sell its merchandise few days after 

manufacturing enables the company to run with negative working capital, compensating the extra 

investment required in capacity”, addressed Régis (2015clxv). 

Finally, Forever 21 has a major FSA, its pricing policy is unique, and it has driven crowds to its 

stores. Most important is the firm’s ability to leverage from that FSA. Not only higher sales, but 

particularly regarding negotiations with mall runners for lease and renovations costs waivers. 

“They ‘gained’ several stores, waived both rental expenses and remodeling costs”, was mentioned 

by one of the interviewees. 

Figure 5 - Queue before opening hours of Forever 21 – Shopping Morumbi Store 

     
Source: www.exame.com.br - Forever 21 coloca em xeque o modelo brasileiro 

 

Despite, the short-term background on how international firms may be capitalizing from their 

FSAs; on the long-run, C&A has clearly coupled its own FSAs (Hymer, 1960/76) with the largest 

Brazilian apparel retailers practices regarding WC, as they were able to adopt most of the policies 

http://www.exame.com.br/


 
 

its local peers have been using with its own differentials of being a worldwide operation, which 

granted C&A the leading position in sales term (Apparel and Footwear in Brazil, 2018).  

 

Based on the evidence and on discussion, this paper suggests a third formal proposition as follows: 

Reducing LOF are only tangible for International Firms when operating in the Apparel 

retail industry in Brazil when they can tangibly capitalize from their specific-firm 

advantages. And the case of this sector, Brand Equity is a very relevant FSA to be deployed. 

 

6. Conclusions & Limitations 

In this study, an inductive multiple case study approach was applied to better understand the 

hurdles international apparel retail firms incur when doing business in Brazil that local their local 

peers do not incur regarding the working capital accounts. The analysis reveals that all three 

foreign players studied was impacted in different degrees, and that they managed to reduce such 

hurdles over time. Moreover, when international apparel retailers come to Brazil aiming a broader 

and relevant operations, they benefit from worldwide known brand equity (Alimen & Guldem 

Cerit, 2010clxvi). 

Detailing the working capital account, when compared to the local players, i) foreign firms fall 

behind in funding their clients to stimulate incremental sales via extended installment plans and 

with a developed credit analysis (Zara and Forever 21); ii) they tend to either stock-out (Forever 

21), given exclusively or overly relying on international sourcing; or lower time-to-market, lack 

of buildup relationship with local suppliers; iii) they pay sooner suppliers given the aforementioned 



 
 

reduced bondedness with them, the shorter terms of international procurement payments, or their 

diminished autonomy to set financial and purchasing policies in the host operations. 

Summarizing, even if they may have similar CCC to local peers, their components of it vary, 

enabling local players to spur more demand when by facilitating payment conditions funded by 

extended suppliers trade credits, as C&A has been developing throughout the years in the country, 

at the cost of sacrificing sales. Therefore, if international apparel retailers are willing to do business 

in Brazil, they shall surpass the challenges encountered in WCLOF, and the three spatial-temporal 

concepts embeddedness developed by Hess (2004clxvii) and contextualized in the international 

fashion apparels by Frasquet et al. (2018clxviii) to overcome such liabilities and to leverage on their 

FSAs (Firm-specific Advantages). 

With respect to its FSA, as the international firms have strong brand equity and awareness, they 

benefit from a pent-up demand from local shoppers to buy massively their merchandise, and as the 

expected traffic they will bring to malls, therefore helping them to sign advantageous lease terms.  

This paper is focused on understanding LOF issues when firms explore host markets specifically 

relating Receivables, Payables and Inventory Management. It is not intending to prove that either 

home or host profits are different solely as consequence of LOF, because there are other mutatis 

mutantis factors that impact company’s performances in several ways, as poor profitability may 

be a result of FSA and low LOF or of high advantages and high LOF (Hennart et al., 2017) and 

receivables.  

Finally, this work focused on assessing hurdles international firms would encounter when going 

abroad specific related to working capital (WCLOF). Hence, even a high LOF not necessarily 

results in not entering into a new host market. There are several other aspects to be considered 



 
 

when a firm is going internationally, such as strategy, returns, complementarity, first mover, 

defending markets, and so on. The objectives here lie on exploring and understanding the existing 

WCLOF, where it comes from, and how a firm may be able to mitigate it. 

The scope of the work is limited to six apparel retailers operating in Brazil, focused on the 

affordable fashion and the three international ones are not listed in the country and two of them, 

C&A and Forever 21 is private-held worldwide, leading to limited access of information regarding 

their practices, and having deeper access to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) mainly from the 

international players would certainly enrich the survey. 

Despite pioneering in researching the topic, a relatively narrow number of players selected in this 

study. Hence, adding a broader sample to either more fashion players or to other segments of retail 

would enable further analysis on WCLOF. 

A related field for future research should focus on profounder analysis on retail newcomers to a 

host, unfolded from a dynamics perspective assessing since the decision-making process which 

had led the firm to open operations into a new host market and mainly evaluating its performance 

through its learning curve of the first years of running a business in the market as well as a 

quantitative research to test the propositions this study established to provide a greater level of 

validity and less likelihood of error. 
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Annex – Questionnaire To Interviewees 

International Suppliers  

1. Does your company import goods or supplies? 

2. If so, what is the percentage of imports over the total purchases in the last 3 years? 

3. What instruments, payment terms of these instruments and the costs of these instruments does your company 

use for the imports? 

4. Does your company anticipate these payment terms to the international suppliers? 

5. If so, what structure is performed? 

6. Is the funding for this anticipation own or from third parties (Banks, securitized or capital markets)? 

7. If it is with third parties, is national or international funding? 

8. Does your company use instruments to extend the payment terms of the international suppliers? If so, what 

instruments and what terms? 

9. Does your company do hedge? 

10. For what periods does your company do hedge? 

11. What instruments and coverage (% of protection) does your company use? 

12. Does your company adopt the hedge accounting policy (according to IAS 39)? 

 

National Suppliers 

13. Does your company pay suppliers with tenor?  

14. If so, what tenor is used for local suppliers?  

15. Does your company anticipate these installment payments to the National suppliers? 

16. If so, what structure is performed? 

17. Is the funding for this anticipation own or from third parties (Banks, securitized or capital markets)? 

 

Customers 

18. Does your company make installments or parcel sales? 

19. If so, what are the average and maximum deadlines currently practiced by the company? 

20. Does the company anticipate these receivables in different installments? 

21. Does the company operate its own card (Private label)? 

22. How is the financing structure of this customer operation? Is there use of own box, is there use of third-party 

resources (Banks, securitized or capital markets)? If so, what is the percentage used? 

23. If so, is the customer portfolio (receivable) accounted for in the retail operation itself or in a financial operation? 

 

Stocks 

24. What is the coverage policy for Stocks? Frequency, seasonality, etc. 

25. What is the policy of minimum/regulatory stocks? 

26. What is the Open-to-Buy policy? 

 

Funding (Financial Liabilities) 

27. Does your company work with fundraising in the local capital market? (Debentures, securities, funding via 

financial – LCs, LFs, etc.) 

28. Does your company raise funds from development bank and/or development agency? If so, what is the value of 

your current exposure and what motivators (controllers) for such uptake? 

29. Does your company raise short-term funds for managing working capital? 

30. Does your company perform leasing? If so, what models, relevance and to fund which assets? 

31. Does your company make international funding? If so, what is the format, type and distribution? 

32. Does the international funding take place through direct lines in the country of your operation (example line 

4131), or through a financial (non-operational) subsidiary abroad? 

33. If the answer is yes to question 26, does your company conduct SWAPs and hedges of foreign currency 

exposure? If so, of the entire funding or just from the 1st and/or 2nd year? (please specify) 

 

Banking 

34. How is your financial liability within these three strands distributed by local and foreign banks? If there is 

exposure to foreign banks, how is the relationship, international or through a local subsidiary? 


